functional nutrition matrix

Dr. Michael Ash Maps Short Chain Fatty Acids on 15MM
Name: _________________________________________ Date: ___________

antecedents

sleep/relaxation

Short chain fatty acids are
the byproduct of the
fermentation by the
organisms in ones colon
preferably from starches

immune and
inflammatory
balance

Butyrate binds to receptors
and result in an immunemediated response (this
can impact all body
systems)

Butyrate is the most
abundant SCFA
Due to diet and choices,
each generation is more
compromised than the last in
microbial diversity

As a consequence of eating
less fiber we experience
alterations in our sleep
patterns

environmental
inputs

Dietary fiber intake leads to
SCFA production:
+ butyrate
+ acetate
+ propionate

exercise/movement

oxidative
stress, energy
production

gastrointestinal

As a consequence of eating
less fiber results in a reduction
of our exercise and movement

triggering events

Lack of fiber in the diet
becomes a trigger for
decreased food for the good
bacteria and decreased
byproducts such as SCFA

Lack of SCFA contributes t
o the breakdown of the integrity of
the gut barrier

The lack of SCFAs impacts
mitochondrial
function which increases oxidative stress

By consuming less fiber we
have become less efficient at
managing the fiber we take in
+ Stewed apples w/ cinnamon
(2 apples per day!)
+ Chickpeas (raffinose)
+ green/black olives

SCFA are meant to protect the barrier
between the bacteria and the gut
endothelium (impacting mitochondrial
function within the GI)
structural
integrity

mediators

detoxification

Lack of joy and experience
disconnect w/ low SCFA

Create a connection between
client and their food; what
drives their commitment?
Appropriate nutrition choices
and change; one has to
change!!
Fiber in diet is key for SCFA
production
_______________________
+ nutrition intervention
+ change!

mind, spirit,
emotions,
community

Adapted from The Institute for Functional Medicine

nutrition/hydration

Butyrate can help reprogram
brain tissue and,
conversely, inflammation can
impact mood

hormones,
neurotransmitters

www.functionalnutritionalliance.com

stress/resilience

A consequence of less fiber is
a reduction in our resilience to
stress

relationships/networks

Clinicians!: Remember the
power of repetition, the
connection of WHY, and
rewrite their story

